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Preamble and Scope

This policy is to guide decision making on responding to infonmation requests under the
Privacy Act and Official Infonnation Act.

Typically such requests relate to individuals or to organisations and this policy is directed to
these infonnation requests. Requests for corporate infonnation are not specifically covered
by this policy. In some cases individuals will be 'in record' asthey have a vetting file orwere
a referee and this policy does apply to these requests.

This policy should be read in conjunction with the Service's NZS/SII!formQiio?z MQnQgeme"I. ,
Archives Poll^y (avoi/cble on the intranet).

POLICYONTHERELEASEOFINlE'ORMATION

Objective

The purpose of this policy is to ensure that}\IZSIS:

. respondsappropriatelytoinfonnationrequests

. protects specific areas of investigation (with the corollary that we may not disclose
areas that are not of interest)

. protectssensitivesourcesormethods

. protectstheidentityofNZSISstaff.

This will enable NZSIS to fulfillts responsibility to provide access to infonnation and ensure
it maintains its ability to operate effectiveIy as an intelligence organisation.
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Context

In considering inforrnation requests to the NZSIS the unique characteristics of the NZSIS's
business need to be taken into account including:

. the longtennnatureofServiceinvestigations

. the Service'sinvestigations are necessarily prospective innature

. at some pointindividuals and organisations that were of security interest may cease to
be of interest, The factthatthey were of secority interest may also cease to be a matter
requiting protection from disclosure
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. subjects of Service investigation are often adeptat concealing theiractivities

. the Serviceis anaturaltarget for strategic/orchestrated requests

o reputation of being willing and able to keep confidences is of paramountimportance

. the Service's relationships with agencies of the govenrrnents of other countries need to
be preserved

. disclosing could haverepercussionsonthe

Ally compromise of necessary confidentiality would inevitably impact on the operational
effectiveness of the Service in fulfilling its security functions and would be likely to prejudice
security.

Starting with this context, a system for reliably assessing the sensitivity of infonnation is
required.

Assessing Information Requests

There is no simple fomiula or rule that can be applied to decide whether or not to release
infonnation. The following framework is intended to provide a guide to assist in the process.

Cate ones of infonnation

The Service's experience in dealing with infonnation requests is that its holdings generally
fullinto one of three categories.

CATEGORY I: inherently sensitive- withholding gi'oundslikelyto apply
CATEGORY2: Notinherentlysensitive-withholding groundsmay apply
CATEGORY3: No infonmation held - withholding grounds likely to apply to protect

inherently sensitive inforrnation from orchestrated requests and
disclosure of whatthe Service doesn't know,

CATEGORY I: Inherentl sensitive infonnation
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Ifthere is inherently sensitive material, then its ve existence is also likel to be sensitive.
Sensitivity inevitably relates to the need to keep the infonnation secret to preserve its
effectiveness in the national security context. In some circumstances the infomnation itself
may not appear sensitive, the fact that the Service holds it makes its existence sensitive,
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. Disclosing the existence of an investigation, particularly ifitis recent or current, would
cause the subjects of the investigation to alter their behaviour so as to conceal their
activities, frustrating investigation teclmiques.



. The sensitivity of a Service investigation can have a long life, as the Service is often
dealing with triteats posed over lengthy periods by subjects who are thinking and
pluming long-tenn.

. We camot presume any length of time will automatically ease security concerns. It
depends on the subject matter, and sensitivity should be considered at the time the
request is made. That said at some point individuals and organisations that were of
security interest may cease to be of interest and the factthatthatthey were of security
interest will also cease to be a matter requiring protection from disclosure.

. We also need to consider the NewZealand context:

o Smallcornmuntties:

the smallsize of communities, including those of mumigr. ant populations whose
members may be facilitating activities overseas, means most will know each
other; unexpected, future changes in circumstances of country of origin may
renew Service interest in a 9'0up;
those involved in (or on the periphery of) New Zealand gi'oups that tend toward
violent protest or worse, know each other fairly intimately and this seems to
carry across generations;

o Revealing a past investigation affecting a particular coinmimty or gi'oup is likely
to reveal existence of sources, or arouse suspicions of source reporting where
none existed. It may also disclose methods still used. Methods may not be
generally known, even if they have carried on for tens of years (eg extent of
liaison/govermnent sharing, use of sources etc)

Because of the transnational activity of those involved in WMD activity, revealing
a specific investigation would reveal methods (and place) of detection;

o Safety, trust and confidence of sources (including liaison) will not diminish with
the passage of time. Even with redaction, revealing an area of investigation could
point to a source given the smallsize of conrrnunities in New Zealand.

Prospective namre of investI^@tions

The Service must be forward-looking to anticipate treats to the State. This means the
Service needs to preserve its position as to whether material may be relevant in the future
althougliits relevance is not currently obvious.

Sensitive sources

Disclosing any infonnation that would lead to the disclosure of the existence of a source
would affect the particular individual's safety and would also be contrary to the public
interest, because it would likely impact on all sources' expectations of confidence in dealing
with the Service.
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Sensit, ^e methods

A method of collecting infonnation may be sensitive in or of itself, because it is not enerall
known to exist, or the extent of its use or effectiveness is not generally known. Or, the
method itselfmay not be sensitive but its use in a particular operation is.

Revealing a past investigation may also disclose methods still used. Methods may not be
generally known, even iftheyhave carried on fortens of years(eg etc).

Sensitive methodsinclude the Service's

Liaison

Infonnation shared with New Zealand by the govenitnent of another country or its agency
calmot be released if that government or agency, known here as "liaison partner" as the
owner of the material, does not consent to its release. This same principle a lies to
New Zealand infonnation shared with other countries.

Privacy of others

The Service should not provide infonnation about others, Care must be taken to rotectthe
privacy of others whenreleasinginfonnation.

CATEGORY 2: Infonnation that is notinherentl sensitive

General dregs of interest to the Service

References to g^!I. ^!:^! areas of investigation or interest are not sensitive if they have been
disclosed, eg in the unclassified amiualreport or on the Service's website.

Generolprocessesjbrobiai"ing tat'orm"iron

Disclosing general infomnation about how infonnation is obtained, for example the fact that
sources or some methods are used is not likely to prejudice security (eg interviewing,
interception, telecoinmuiiications data, covert surveillance).

Priork7iowledge of Service holding

The fact that the Service holds infonnation about a person or subject will not be sensitive
where the existence of the Service's holding is already known publicly or to the individual.
This can include:

. Legalprocesses

Person init^^red contact with Service. . individual initiated contact with the Service,
either to offer infonnation, or as a "correspondent of unconventional perceptions'* (or
both).
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o Petting: the Serviceholdsinfonnation about apersonbecausetheyhavebeen vetted for
a security clearance orbeen a vetting referee,

Service disclosed an intores!.. in some cases, the Service may have already disdosed
that it holds material on a person or subject area, in such cases there is no sensitivity
aboutthe fact that the Service holds infonnation aboutthem.

Owld@ledmethods

A method that is no longer used or is already sufficiently public may not be sensitive,
dod'thart'I 'depending on the particular circumstances.

Liaison material

Liaison partners may decide to agree to the release of material because they do not consider
the material sensitive - eg because of the passage of time or a legal process makes the
existenceofthematerialpublic(eg ).

.

CATEGORY 3: No infomnation

The ::^!^^!t!I, !ty of simply advising the non-existence of infonnation is:

. it discloses whatthe Servicedo6snotknow

. it leaves the Service open to orchestrated requests designed to identify specific areas of
investigation.

Both impact on CATEGORY Iinfonnation, to infonnation which is inherently sensitive.

The^are:

. the deterrent effect of not knowing whether or not the Service is investigatin a
particular activity is lost

. telling a person they have not been detected leaves thern free to carry on or escalate
their activities.

The Service is a natural target for orchestrated requests by some persons of securit concern
who want to understand more aboutthe Service's specific areas of investigation.

Because the Service has no way of knowing who is making a bona fide request and who is
not, it must apply the neither confinn nor deny response to protect its specific areas of
investigation,

On this basis, requesters for whom no infonnation is held under their name or subject should
be issued with a response that neither confinns nor denies the existence of infonnation,

Overview of the Process for Responding to Information Requests
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When an infonnation request 1STeceived, the following processis applied:

. Checkwhether anyinfonnationrelevantto therequestis held.

. Ifyes, consider whether the existence of the material is inherentl sensitive in itself
because it disdoses a specific area of investigation; the use of a sensitive source or
method; or use of liaison reporting. Consider the holdings aboutthe person or subject
as a whole (not a detailed consideration of every record).

Ifthe existence of the Service's holdin s is notinherentl sensitive the Telev n r.

must be assessed individually asto whether they are:

o inherently sensitive; or
o notinherentlysensitive.

At this point, any decision to release will be made only where there is Do likely prejudice to
security or to a person's privacy. (Likely to cover only material that is not inherently
sensitive. )

. Ifno infonnationisheld, thenon-existenceoftheinfonnationisinherentl sensitive as
it discloses whatthe Service is no!investigating. It will be necessary to neither confinn
nor deny the existence of infonnation to protectthe Service from orchestrated requests
and disdosing "whatit doesn't know", Exceptions can be made where:

o If the infonnation dzd exist, it would not be likely to prejudice security (eg
because the Service knowsthe correspondent or they are elderly).

o It is important for the safety and wellbeing of the individual that the Service
confinns no infonnation is held.

o Thereis a significant overriding public interest issue.
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Respomsibihties

Approve Policy

Action

Review Policy

Develop and maintain
processes

Receipt and processing of
infonnation Requests

Approval of Policy, processes
and responsibilities

Description

Monitor effectiveness of the

Policy and recoinmend
changes/improvements

Review responses for
securtty

Processes must support the
effective and efficient

implementation of the policy

Receipting and
acknowledging inforrnation
request, assessing
infonnation holdings and
preparing responses

Advise on the Privacy Act
andOIA
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Director/

Respond to the Privacy
Connnissioner/Ombudsman

on complaints

Role

Review proposed responses
to ensure areas of

investigation, sources and
methods are not

compromised

Assist Privacy
Coriumissioner/Ombudsman

investigating complaints

Advise on the interpretation
application of the Privacy Act
and 01A

Archives Section

Daise with the Privacy
Connnissioner/Ombudsman

when they are investigating
complaints about NZSIS
responses to Infonnation
Requests

Respond to media

(or delegate)

Provide access for Privacy
Coriumissioner/Ombudsman

to information holdings when
they aTe investigating a
complaint

Director/

Release of infonnationmay
draw media attention and

questions directed to the
Service

Archives Section
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Background

Since the passing of the Official infomiation Act 1982 (01A) and the Privacy Act 1993, the
Service has gradually evolved a set of precedentsthatis applied when responding to requests
made under this legislation. Although cognisance is taken of the Service archives policy,
which was promulgated in August 2003 and continues to evolve, the archives policy is
specifically excluded from directing the Service'sresponse to requests formfonnationmade
under the statutory accessregimes,

With a steadyincrease foreseeninrequests madeunderthe 01A andthe Privacy Act, it is
desirable to standardise the way in which such reqttests are dealt with. This will help ensure
consistency of decision-making, enable extra staffto be more easily be deployed to respond
to requests, andhelp ensure that statutory response times continues to be met.

The purpose of this paper is to codify current practice for handling requests formfonnation
madeunderthe 01A andttiePrivacyAct. The points are arranged in order of importance.
Thus, there is a presumption that information will be released, subjectto the interests of the
Service, notably security, being met.

Principles and Guidelines

Guidelines for Deanm with Statutor AccessRe 'me Re uests

. Information will be released where this does not conflict with Service interests.

The range and volume of archivalmaterialbeing released ismcTeasing, but infonnation
will continue to be withheld where it ism the interests of the Service to do so. This will
usually be for security and privacy reasons. On Tare occasionsit maybe necessary to
release infonnation that would nonnallybe regarded as sensitive. For example, the
Service inIglit wish to provide infonnationwhere aperson had voluntarily and
deliberately revealed their association with the Service and consequently been the subject
of publicity, orhad requested that the relationship be revealed.

. Security is of paramountconcem.

The preservation of secority is a core contributorto the business effectiveness of the
organisation and its mission; and the NZSIS therefore has an obligation, of biglioTderin
its priorities, appropriateIy to protect:
- the identities of individuals who work for or assist the work of the Service, andttie
nature of that work and assistance;
- sensitive techntques whose disclosure could endanger nationalsecurity; and
-infomiation proffered by or solicited from third parties such as partner agencies inside
and outsideNew Zealandwhoseunauthorised disclosure could imperilthose
relationships.
Themamtenance of nationalsecuritywillbe akeytestinmakiTigjudgements on requests.

. Dueregardmustbehad for privacy.

Private citizens are entitled to gi'eater privacy than public figures, and sensitive
infonnation will not generally boreleased unless the subject consents, the infonnation is

NOTICEE INCOMPL;:^E DOCUMENT

Part o1this docuzr, ent has been
withheld uric!er lite terms @1the
( ) PrivorrActi99s
( OfficialInformotionAc, 1982



alreadyin the public arena, or an appropriate period has passed. Infonnation about
criminal convictions, health, and family circumstances such as adoption, for example,
will be with}1std during the lifetime of the individual, and perhaps that of their children,
butthere is no obligation to withhold records of political excesses, even when it was the
product of youth. That said, someparticularly ogregious activity (for example violence or
spying) may callformore careful consideration of antiie circumstances. Time will
dimnishprivacyconcerns. The Service will be guided by relevantlegislation and
practice,

. Where there is a high level of public interest privacy issues, but riotsecutity issues,
maybe outweiglied and the information released orthe withholding period reduced.

. The secutity significance and context of the record must be taken into account.

Considerations include the nature of the person's activity, their allegiance (for example a
New Zealand citizen furthering foreign interestsinitntcalto those of OUT nation), and
historical context. For example, pastinvolvementin publicprotests is often considered a
badge of honour, whereas spying for a foreign poweris stillseen as pertidious. There is a
popular view that traitors should not be shielded but they and their families should have
some riglits ~ for example, to preview material being released and puttheir side of the
story.

. Broader Service policy objectives are an appropriate consideration when deciding
whether ornot to release infonnation.

It is legitimate to release infonnation to further a Service policy of; for exaniple, moving
towards greater openness orraising the public profile.

. The volume of material and namre of the processing required are valid considerations
whendecidingwhetherornotto releaseinfonnation.

The 01Aprovides that the request maybe refused iftheinfonnation camiotbemade
available without SIIbstantial collation or research; the Privacy Act has a sinitlar provision
ifthe information is notreadily Tetrievable.

. Eachrequest will be assessed on an individual basis.

Requests formfonnation will be treated as having been made under the Official
infomiationAct1982 (01A) andftie Privacy Act1993, as approptiate, whether ornotthe
applicantrefersto the relevant Act. Each request will be assessed on an individual basis
and the Service will actin the spirit of these statutes, while taking full account of security
and privacy considerations. The Service archives policy does notprovide guidance on
responding to requests made under these Acts , However, where appropriate, cognisance
maybetaken of the evolving archives policy and practice.

. The use of the "neither confinn nor deny" provision will be appropriate in some
circumstances.

A1ttiougl:Iuse of the "neither confirm nor deny' provision has been criticised by the Chief
Ombudsman and the Privacy Colliintssioner, it will bethe appropriate response when for



example apersonposes a significant currentthreatto security, or is party to an
orchestratedplan to collect and analyse intelligence.

. Infonnation will not be withheldjust because it reflects badly on the Service.

. Access decisions, especially for older records, will be subject to periodic review.

. Material being deerassifi. ed will be made available to allinterested parties

A register is kept of those who have indicated an interest in the subject, and they will be
provided with copies of relevant material as it becomes available - exceptthatsome
personal information maybe Teleasable only to the person, orthe close family of the
person, who is mrecord.

. Where possible the Service will process material requested by members of the public,
and, as resources pennit, other recordsjudged to be of the most interest to the public.
Private requests which involve substantial research orprocessing will notbe given
precedence, however.

. Where the information that 1STaleasable is notrepresentative of Serviceholdings and
would create a false impression, it will be issued with a cladficatory statement. Ifthis
is not possible, the infonnationmaybe withheld.

Where a correspondentwittiunconventionalperceptionshas concerns whichmightbe
allayed by aresponse from the Service, every endeavourwillbemade to meettheir
request,

.

. in exceptional cases, privileged access maybe gr'anted.

Supervised access to selected archives atNZSIS Headquarters maybe granted on a
case-by-case basis as negotiated (usually only with official historians).

Process

Responsibility for man:^^ing requests formfomnationmadeunderthe statutory access
regimes will rest with: ~ ~" IRGg. uestsreceived will be scarmed by Registry staffand
forwarded to Is~ection. _ 1staffwillmaintainanelectt'onicregisterofreqvestswhich
will be sentto DDC monthly. ,,__}staffwillconsider eachrequest andreconunend to DDC
the appropriate response. DDC will decide theresponse, orrefertt}e decision to the Director.

,_..:^itsffwill ensure that allmaterial to be released is expurgated of any references that
inIglit compromise security and is fomially declassified. When deletions are necessary, the
release copywillbe annotated to indicate where and why this action has been taken, and the
recipient advised of his or her Tight of appeal.

fits the responsibility of_. I^affto ensure that original records are kept intact, and that an
accurate record is kept of all documents released, including any deletions or excisions made.
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Classification: UNCLASSIFTED

Application of s. .O of the Official Information
Act 1.982 and 532 of the Privacy Act 1.993 by
the NZS^S

INTRODUCTION

I. The success rifthe investigatory work of the NZSTS relies on discretion and the kee in of
confidences. The general principle of neither confirming nor denying the existence or nori-
existence of information, particularly in relation to investigatory-type Information, allows that
work to continue.

This dogiment sets out the circumstances In which the *neither confirm nor den the2.

existence of Information" response Is applied to requests for information made under either
the Omclal Information Act or the Privacy Art.

The NZSIS often relies on the rineither confirm nor deny" response, and this document alms
to explaln the reasons for that response.

4. The NZSIS is also concerned that Individuals who are the reaplenL of a neither connrm n
deny response should understand that thls does riot mean they are necessarily of securlLy
Interest. Usually, they will be of no concern to the NZSIS at all. But the unique nature of
the NZSIS work means it must neither confirm nor deny the existence of information
broadly, in order to preserve its Investigatory work.

INFORMATION THATCAN BE DESCLOSED

5. The NZSIS has a number of roles prescribed by the NZSIS Act. Adoss inari of these
artivities the NZSIS tries to be open about its general areas of Interest, is able to disdose
the existence of information, and is able to release certain files tsubjecL to the requirements
DIEhe Dindallnformation ACL, Privacy ACL and NZSIS Act}. These in dude:

. Legal processes: Where an individual knows the NZSIS has Information as a result of
legal processes, the fact of the NZSIS's holdings is riot sensitive. Examples of ahls are
the Zaoui and Sutch cases.

. Person initiated contort with NZSIS: Sometimes, the sole reason the NZSIS has
information on its files relating to an Indlvldua1, 15 because the Indlviduallnitiated
contact with the NZSIS, either to offer information or for other reasons.

EUeMhing ICOmmo
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. Vetting: The NZSIS may hold Information about a person because they have SDU ht a
sealrity clearance or been a referee for a person seeking a security clearance, a
process that falls within one of the functions of the NZSIS. The fact of this holding Is
riot sensitive.

. NZSIS disdosedan interest: For whatever reason, the NZSIS may have alread
disclosed that It holds material on a person or subjed area. In such cases there is no
sensitivity aboutthe fort that the NZSIS holds Information about them.

; SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS ARE SENSITIVE

PI Mum. .ds. ., d^

. NZSIS Responds to Requests for
Infoimation

. Application of 510 of Official Information
Act 1982 and 532 of Privacy Act 1,993

6. The core fundlon of the NZSIS Is:

To obtain, correlate, and evaluate intelligence relevant to security, and
communicate any such intelligence to such persons, and in such manner, as the
Director considers to be in the interests of security. "

7. The work of the NZSTS protects national security and advances New Zealand's interests.
Such work In dudes:

. Safeguarding New Zealand from the actlons offorelgn powers that in 19hL otherwise
damage the interests of New Zealand.

. Preventing the potential facilitation of terrorists acts both In New Zealand and
overseas.

. Preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction.

8. The NZSIS operates In a unlque environment, which poses particular challenges for
investigatory work.

9. Security investigations are long-term In nature. Partly, this 15 related to the nature of its
subjects, many of whom think and plan long. term. Often, they have undertaken specialist
tralnlng to learn how to conceal their activities. It can require long lead time on the part of
the NZSIS to galn access to information about such subjects.

Securlty intelligence investigations also have a longer life than law enforcement
Investigations. The latter are typically brought to a close by the laylng of charges. But that
is riot the case for the NZSIS which Is riot an enforcement authority. For the NZSIS, the
dosing of an investigation does riot mean that the investigation is no longer sensitive.

ID
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NZS!S Investigations are also prospedive in nature, with the primary emphasis on
prevention. The NZSIS will often need to preserve its position as to whether material may
be relevant in the future.

12. The NZSTS colleds intelligence from human sources and by vlsual and technical surveillance.
These sources and methods are used covertly so as not to reveal investIga. ions and to allow
the NZSTS to access intelllgence that would not otherwise be available.

DISCLOSURE CAN PREJUDZCE SECURITY

13. In some cases, general areas of investigation can be disclosed In the undassified website.
However, in the case of specific Investigations, both collertion methods and investigative
effectiveness would be compromised ifthe subjects of investigation knew when and how
such techniques were being deployed.

EffectiveIy, a request for information to the NZSIS is tantamount to asking whether there Is14.

or has been an Invest19atlon by the NZSIS into the individual or the subject matter. The
NZS, S is paincularly susceptible to orchestrated requests by people who are seektrig to know
whether they are under invest19ation.

15. As well as protecting securlty Investigations, the NZSIS needs to protect its reputation and
its ability to keep confidences. DISClos!rig informatlon that would lead to the disdosure of
the existence of a source would affect people's safety and be contrary to the public interest,
because It would 11kely impact on all sources' expectations of confidence In dealing with the
NZSIS.

16. Security concerns about individuals or subjects may lessen over time, but riot in all cases. At
best, the passage of time wlll be relevant as to reduced sensitivity, but ultimately a
judgement needs co be made about sensitlvlty (in terms of prejudice to sealriLy) and the
likely consequences of disdosure at the time the request is made.

THE PROBLEM WITH CONFIRMING THAT NO INFORMATroN Is
HELD

L7. It would seem straightforward that if n@ information is held, a reply confirming the nori.
existence of information could be provided without fear of likely prejudice to security.

18. Unfortunately, such an approach would be likely to prejudice security as:

. It discloses what the NZSIS does riot know.

. It leaves the NZSTS open to orchestrated requests designed to flush out specific areas
of investIgaUon.

19, There are two princlpal concerns assodated with confirming that no Information is held:

. Not knowing whether the NZSIS Is investigating a particLilar artlvlty or riot has
something of a deterrent effect. If it becomes a simple exercise to Identify what is riot
of interest to the NZSIS, the benefit of the deterrent effect is lost.

. If a correspondent Is undertaking activities of security concern, and receives a 'no
Information held" response for a subject they believed should be under investigation,
they now know they have riot been detected.

11.

20. Unfortunately, the NZSIS is a natural target for orchestrated requests by some persons of
security concern or their assodaLes who want to understand more about the NZSIS' specific
areas of investigation.

I 21. The only way to ensure that there Is 00 prejudice to security is to be consistent In responses
I between thesetwo groups (I. e. subjectsofinterestand subjectsofno interest), and Lotsue

a neither confirm nor deny response for both.

' LEGAL PROTECTIONS

22. New Zealand legislation antidpates that special protection will be given to NZSIS
Information, Including:

. Section 12A of the NZSIS ACk which prevents any officer or employee of the NZSIS
from disdosing any informatlon obtained through their connection with the NZSIS
otherwise than In the strict course of Dincial duties or as authorised by the Minister

. Section 13A of the NZSIS Act which makes it an offence for any person to publish or
broadcast the fact that any person is a member orthe NZSIS (other than the
Dlrector), or is connected in any way with a member of the NZSIS.

. Sedion 26 of the Inspector-General of IntelUgence and Security Art 1996 whlch
prevents the Inspector-General or any of hls staff from discloslng to any person
security records or other Dinciallnformation relating to the activities of an intelligence
and security agency.

SAFEGUARDS AND OVERSIGHT

23. The reliance on the 'neither confirm nor deny" response may cause concerns about whether
the rlghts orindlvlduals are belng protected. However, the NZSIS Is subjei* to a number or
safeguards and oversight arrangements. They are:

Oversight by the Inspector-General of intelligence and Security

. The Inspector-General, who must have held high judicial Dince, undertakes an annual
review progmmme covering warrants and otherstatutory processes of the NZSIS.

. The InspectorGeneral can hear complaints under the terms of his Act.

. The InspectorGeneral can Initiate a review of any NZSIS activity on his/her own
motion and is given access to all NZSIS material.

Review by the Privacy Commissioner

~ ~~------ --------2107/2014-- -.~-~ '
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. The Privacy Art 1993 allows the Privacy Commissioner to hear complaints on neither
confirm nor deny responses or the withholding of information.

. The Prlvacy Commissioners office reviews NZSIS files that are the subject of
complaints.

. The NZSIS provides the Privacy Commissioner wlth access to all material that ina be
relevant.

Review by the Ombudsmen

. The Ombudsmen have jutlsdlction to consider complaints about nelther confirm nor
deny responses or the withholding of Information

. The Ombudsmen review Information held by the NZSTS

. The NZSIS provides the Ombudsmen's Office with access to all material that may be
relevant.

Political Oversight

. The Minister In Charge of the NZSIS is the Prime Minister, and the NZ51S must consult
regularly with the Leader of the Opposition as well.

. The Intelligence and Security Committee - a body of pollticians that has mandal and
policy oversight of the inter^gence and security agendes - Is made up of the Prime
Minister, the Leader of the OPPosltlon, two Members of Parliament nomlnaLed by the
Prime Minister and one nominated by the Leader of the Opposition.

. The Diredor of the NZ51S must ensure that the NZSIS does riot Lake action forthe
purpose of furtherIng or harming the Interests of any political party

,
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NZS^S-Respondsto Requestsfor
Information

We have received many requests ror information this year. The attached document ex I '
how the NZSIS responds to these requests and why we frequently respond 50 that we can
neither confirm nor deny the existence of information"

The NZSIS protects national security and advances New Zealand's interests. Its wo k
includes:

. Safeguarding New Zealand from the actions offorelgn powers that in 19ht otherwise darna
the Interests of New Zealand

. Preventing the potentlal focilltation of terrorist acts both in New Zealand and oversea

. Preventing the spread of weapons of mass destrudion

Across many of its activities, the NZSIS tries to be as open as possible. The NZSIS in a be
able to disclose the existence of information and release certain files, sub'ect to th
requirements of the Official Information Act, Privacy Act and NZSIS Act.

Examples where existence of information may be disclosed

. Legal processes: Where an Individual knows the NZSIS has information as a result of Ie al
processes, the fact of the NZSIS holdings is not sensitive. Examples of this are the Zaoui and
Sutch cases.

. Where the person initiated contort with NZSIS: Sometimes, the sole reason the NZSIS has
information on its files relating to an IndMdualis because the Individual In Itlated contact with
the NZSIS, elrher to offer information, or for other reasons.

. Vetting: The NZSIS may hold Information about a person because the have sou ht a
securlty clearance Dr been a referee for a person seeking a security clearance, a process that
falls with In one of the functions of the NZSIS. The fact ofthls holding is riot sensitive.

. NZSJS disclosed an interest: For whatever reason the NZSIS may have alread disclos d
that It holds material on a person or subject area. In such cases there is 00 sensitivity about
the fad that the NZSIS holds information about them.
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I Using Neither Confirm nor Deny Response

The NZSIS often relies on the "neither confirm nor deny' response to re uests f
information. The general prindple of neither confirming nor deriving the existence or nori-
existence of information, particularly in relation to investigations, allows our work to
continue, The success of the investigatory work of the NZSIS relies on secrec .

The attached document gives details for the "neither confirm nor deny' res onse and t
out the circumstances in which it is applied to requests for Information made under either
the Official Information Act or the Privacy Act.

If an individual receives a "neither confirm nor deny' response, this does riot necessaril
mean they are of security interest. Usually, they will be of no concern to the NZSTS at all.
Butthe unique nature of our work means we must neither confirm nor deny the existence of
information broadly, in order to preserve our investigatory work.

Investigations

The investigation tools used by the NZSIS include human sources and visual and technical
surveillance, used covertly so as riot to reveal investigations and to obtain Intelli ence riot
otherwise available.

Methods and investigation effectiveness would be compromised if the subjects of
NZSisj nqueswereeingdepioyed. Inparticularthe
investigation.

It may appear that if 00 information 15 held on an individual or subject, the NZSIS could
confirm the non-existence of information. Unfortunately such an approach could re'udt
security as it discloses what the NZSIS does riot know, and also leaves the NZSIS o en to
orchestrated requests designed to flush out specific areas of investigation, or to identify the
boundaries of our knowledge.

Legislation

New Zealand legislation offers special protection to NZSIS information - click here for details.

. NZSIS Responds to Requests for
Information

n Application of SIO of Omcial Information
Act L982 and 532 of Privacy Act 1993

p Advanced Seardi
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Safeguards and Oversight

The rights of individuals must be protected. The NZSTS is subject to several safe uards d
oversight, in duding the:

. Privacy Coinmlssioner,

. Office of the Ombudsmen,

. InspectorGeneral of Intelligence and Security,

. Intelligence and Sealrity Committee,

. Commissioner of Security Warrants
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